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Olive
Oleaceae 01e" e"rop"e" L.
Sowce. .Mo esseta1. 1971

Olive trees are evergreens of small or medium size, sometimes up to 25 feet, resistantto drought, and

generally very long lived. They will withstand winter temperatures to 15F. Leaves are small, 1.5 to 3
inches long, and thick through. Fruitis borne on particles rising from leafaxils. Fruits have a thin,
smooth skin, green when mumature, through red to nearly black when ripe. Shape is generally oval,

0.75 by I inch in small-fruited kinds to I inch diameter and 1.5 inches long in large-fruited varieties.

Each fruit has a single, elongated seed. Pulp is extremely bitter, due to tannin in raw fruit, and contains
up to 20% oil.

Season, bloom to harvest: 6 to 8 months for green pickles; 8 to 10 months for ripe olives or oil.
Production in U. S. : About 55,000 tons.

Use: Pickled for green olives, brined and canned for ripe, crushed for oil.
Part offruit consumed: All except seed. Seed sometimes crushed for oil extraction.
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Olive Produce Facts

Produce Facts
Recommendations for Maintaining Postharvest Quality

Olives
Carlos H. Crisosto, Elizabeth I. Mitcham, and AdelA. KaderDepartment of Pornology, University of
California, Davis, CA 95616

Maturity Indices:
Green olives: size and color (even, pale green with a minimum of whitish spots (lenticels)through a
straw color. NIOlive is considered mature ifit exudes a characteristic white juice when squeezed.
Black olives: color, removal force; fruits reach this stage about 3-4 months after the green stage
Quality Indices:

Green olives: color; freedom from mechanical damage, shrivelling, surface blemishes, scale and other

insect injury, and decay. These olives are processed according to the California black-ripe style or
Spanish green style canned olives

Black olives: color, freedom from defects, oil content(12 to 25% depending on cultivar). These are

processed (Greek or Italian style) or used for oil extraction
Optimum Temperature:

5 - 7.5'C (41-45.5'F); temperatures below 5'C(41'F) cause chilling injury offtesh olives

Optimum Relative Hmmdity:
90-95%

Rates of Respiration:
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' To calculate heat production multiply nit CO, /kg hr by 440 to get Btu/ton/day or by 122 to get
kcal/metric ton/day

Rates of Ethylene Production: Lessthan 0.1(green olives) or 0.5 (black olives) ^I ethylene/kg hr
at 20'C(68'F)

Responses to Ethylene:

Olives produce very little ethylene but are moderately sensitive to ethylene action above I ppm (loss of

green color and flesh firmness)

ResponsestoControlledAimospheres(CA): .
' Optimum CA: 2 - 3% 02+ 0 - I% CO, ; delayssenescence and softening for up to 12 wee s at 5

(41'F) or 9 weeks at 7.5'C (45.5'F).

. O below 2% can cause off-flavors
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' Co greater than 5% may increase the severity of chilling injury ironves are kept below 7.5 C
(45.5'F).

The above information is for fresh green olives; fresh black olives should be processed as soon
after harvest as possible.

Physiological Disorders:

Chilling injury (CD: Cl can be a major cause of deterioration ifftesh olives are stored before

processing for longer than 2 weeks at O'C (32'F), 5 weeks at 2'C (36'F), or 6 weeks at 3'C (38 F).
Symptomsinclude internal browning that begins in the flesh around the pit and radiates outward toward

the skin as time progresses. Skin browning indicates an advanced state and/ or greater CISeverity. The
order of cultivar susceptibility to Clis Sevillano (most susceptible) - Ascolano - Manzaiitllo - Mssion
(least susceptible).

Nailhead: This disorder is characterized by surface pitting and spotting. It results from the death and

collapse of epidermal cells, which create air pockets underneath the fruit skin. Symptoms are observed
on olives kept at 10'C (50'F) for 6 weeks orlonger or 7.5'C (45.5'F) for 12 weeks orlonger.

Carbon dioxide injury: Symptoms(internal browning and increased decay incidence and severity)
result from exposure to more than 5% CO, for longer than 4 weeks.
Pathological Disorders:

Postharvest diseases occurifthe olives have been chilled (exposed to temperatures below 5 C=41'F),

mechanicalIy damaged, not cooled promptly to the optimumtemperature range of5 to 7.5'C (41to
45.5'F), or exposed to undesirable atmospheres(above 5% CO2 and/or below 2% 02).
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hajendaAgricolaBow: Harvesting
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Products from organic farming and olive oil
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Our workphai. ses: No. I - TheH, ,ryesti"g
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* The harvesting comes about by means of mechanical shaking arms
which, by vibrating the trees, enable the olives to fallinto the nets,
thereby preventing any contact with the land

$ The nets are mechanicalIy gathered and so the olives pass directly
from the tree to the containers destined for the oil mill
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Azienda Agricola Bova: Processing
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Products from organic farming and olive oil
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Our workphases: No. 2 - The olive processing cycle
,..

a Arrived at the oil mill, the olives are unloaded into the defoliater by means

e
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of a battery operated mechanical fork lift, where they are separated from the
foliage.

63 From here, always by means of the fork lift, they arrive at the first phase of the
processing cycle where they are weighed.

* Once weighed, the olives are putinto a feeder that carries them to be
cleaned.

a In the washing machine the olives are cleaned over and over againwith

..

cold water to remove, ifany, some residues.

a By means of an elevatorthe olives passinto the olive press and from here to

the kneading machine, wheretheybecome a homogeneous paste.
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mienda Agricola Bova: Processing

" The obtained paste passes into the centrifugal separators which allows for
the separation of paste into its various components:
OLIVERESroUES
\***

Off,

ANDWATERVEGETATION.

The last, is diverted into a vat and immediately purified.
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mienda Agricola Bova: Preservation
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Products from organic farming and olive oil
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Our workphti. ses: No. 3 - rite OilFreserv"tm, ,
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* The oil obtained from the separation by means of a pump, ismtroduced into
.

stainless steel cisterns

a In the cisterns the oilis preserved for a certain period of time until it is clear

\#,,,

a Once decanted, the oilis bottled by means of special equipment
..
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MiendaAgricola Bova: Marketing
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Products from organic farming and olive oil
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Our workphzi. ses: No. 4 - M, ,rketi, ,g off, ,ishe, IPro, IWCt
3 Thanks to the type of processing used by the Bova Raffaele Firm, the oil,
once bottled is marketed under two distinct qualities:
I. EXTRAVIRGINOLIVEOIL

From a nutritional point of view, continuous laboratory analises have
shown excellent betacaroteme and alfatocoferolcomtentsthat bring about
antioxide and protective effects in the biological structure.
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2. EXTRAVIRGINOLIVE OILFROMORGANIC FARMING
Produced in limited quantities on the 10niam Catamzarese hills, this oil has
the same characteristics anthe Extra Virgin Oildescribed above, with the

exception
that chemical fernlzers and antiparasitics are not used.
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